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Abstract— The rapid advances in a wide range of wireless access tech-
nologies along with the efficient use of smart spaces have already set the
stage for development of smart homes. Context-awareness is perhaps the
most salient feature in these intelligent computing platforms. The “loca-
tion” information of the users plays a vital role in defining this context. To
extract the best performance and efficacy of such smart computing envi-
ronments, one needs a scalable, technology-independent location service.
In this paper we have developed a predictive framework for location-aware
resource optimization in smart homes. The underlying compression mech-
anism helps in efficient learning of an inhabitant’s movement (location)
profiles in the symbolic domain. The concept of Asymptotic Equipartition
Property (AEP) in information theory helps to predict the inhabitant’s fu-
ture location as well as most likely path-segments with good accuracy. Suc-
cessful prediction helps in pro-active resource management and on-demand
operations of automated devices along the inhabitant’s future paths and lo-
cations — thus providing the necessary comfort at a near-optimal cost. Sim-
ulation results on a typical smart home floor plans corroborate this high
prediction success and demonstrate sufficient reduction in daily energy-
consumption, manual operations and time spent by the inhabitant which
are considered as a fair measure of his/her comfort.

I. INTRODUCTION

The essence of Weiser’s ubiquitous computing vision [20] lies
in the creation of smart environments saturated with comput-
ing and communication capabilities, yet gracefully integrated
with human users. The two distinctive characteristics of ubiq-
uitous computing are: (i) the noticeable migration of comput-
ing from general-purpose computers to smaller customized mo-
bile terminals, and (ii) the pro-active interaction and inherent
sentience [11] of the computing devices with their surrounding
network infrastructure. “Context-awareness” is perhaps the key
characteristic of next-generation intelligent networks and asso-
ciated applications. Location awareness is the most important
“context” for the vast majority of ubiquitous computing scenar-
ios, since the information needed by users depend strongly on
their current or near future location. A quick look into different
such applications like Advanced Traveler Information Systems
(ATIS) [19], electronic tourist guides [1] and fleet management
systems [21] reveal that the prime objective of all these proto-
types is to improve the convenience of the visitors.

This vision of ubiquitous computing has already given birth to
a new research area: ‘intelligent location management in smart
indoor environments.’ In such an environment the technology
needs to be weaved into the fabric of our everyday life such that
it becomes “technology that disappears” [20]. Over the past few
years, there has been an upsurge of several innovative proto-
types for indoor location-aware computing platforms. The Ac-
tive Badge [8] is perhaps the first infra-red based location track-
ing system developed for indoor offices. Active Bat [9] takes
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the help of ‘ultrasonic time-of-flight lateration technique’ to im-
prove the granularity of location-sensing offered by the badge
system. On the other hand, MIT’s Cricket Location Support
System [18] delegates the responsibility of location reporting to
the mobile object itself. RADAR [3], another RF-based indoor
location support system uses signal strength and signal-to-noise
ratio to compute 2-D positioning. The Motion Star [2] track-
ing system uses electromagnetic sensing and virtual reality to
compute the required location information. Microsoft’s Easy-
living and Microsoft Home [13] projects use real-time 3D cam-
eras to provide stereo-vision positioning capability in an indoor
environment. In the Georgia Tech’s Aware Home [17], the em-
bedded pressure sensors capture inhabitant’s footfalls, and the
system uses this data for position tracking and pedestrian recog-
nition. The Neural Network House project [16] of the University
of Colorado focuses on the development of an adaptive control
of home environments (ACHE) to anticipate the needs of the in-
habitants. The Intelligent Home Project [14] at the University of
Massachusetts explores the application of multi-agent systems
technology to develop and maintain a smart indoor environment.
MIT’s Intelligent House n [12] also focuses on developing ex-
cellent products and services to satisfy the needs of the people
living in the future-generation houses. A careful insight into
the features of these location services reveals that the ability to
predict the inhabitant’s future location often becomes the key to
system’s associated “smartness”.

In this paper we have taken an information-theoretic approach
to develop a location-aware resource optimization scheme in
the smart home environments. The complexity of the indoor
location management is related to entropy, a well-known mea-
sure for uncertainty of a probabilistic source. An analysis of
inhabitant’s daily routine reveals some patterns in his/her daily-
life. Although the life style changes over time, but such changes
are not frequent and random. This observation helps us to as-
sume the inhabitant’s mobility as a piece-wise stationary, er-
godic, stochastic process. Exploiting this general, yet realistic
assumption, the LeZi update [4], [5] provides an asymptotically
optimal location information in the symbolic domain. Although,
in a smart home, there exists a wide number of possible routes
from one part of the room to the another, an inhabitant usually
follows his/her most likely paths. A similar analogy, dealing
with the asymptotic equipartition property (AEP) [22] in infor-
mation theory, states that among all the long-range sequences
consisting of random variables, there exists a fairly small typ-
ical set [22] which contains most of the probability mass and
controls the average behavior of all such sequences. Using this
concept, one can capture the inhabitant’s typical path segments.
We claim that reserving resources and activating the automated



devices only along the typical paths, are sufficient to create an
amicable, context-aware atmosphere in the house, yet attempt-
ing to minimize the overall energy consumption. The scheme
being fast and efficient, is also well-suited for implementation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II,
we have taken a brief look into the architectural overview of our
smart home project, named MavHome [7] at the University of
Texas at Arlington. The new predictive framework for location-
aware resource management is described in section III. Simula-
tion environment, and experimental results in section IV delin-
eates the efficiency of our predictive platform. Finally, section
V concludes the paper with pointers to future research issues.

II. ARCHITECTURE AND INDOOR NETWORKING OF

MAVHOME

The MavHome (Managing An intelligent Versatile Home) is
a multi-disciplinary research project at the University of Texas
at Arlington. It is focused on the creation of an intelligent home
environment capable of perceiving its surroundings through the
use of sensors, and thereby adopting suitable actions by us-
ing the actuators. The overall goal is to provide the inhab-
itant’s comfort at an optimal cost. In such a smart comput-
ing platform there will be movements of inhabitants interact-
ing with their surrounding environments through the hand-held
devices. Intelligent networking technologies and protocols are
necessary in development of indoor networking infrastructure
for this smart home. Figure 1 gives a possible floorplan of
MavHome together with the placement of motion-sensors along
the inhabitant’s routes. A broad overview of the home network
for MavHome is shown in Figure 2. The entire house will be
connected to the external network through a home access point
(e.g.,a cable modem). This access point will be connected to a
high-performance router, which in turn, acts as a bridge between
the indoor home LANs at every room and the computing clus-
ter dedicated for executing the location & route prediction algo-
rithm and taking intelligent decisions regarding the activation of
actuators. The gateways in the router will be having the abil-
ity to gather and communicate information as needed to man-
age and deliver services over the different home LANs. All the
home LANs will in turn, be connected to a secondary cluster
consisting of an ethernet switch and a small server for sensory-
data acquisition. These ethernet switches will be connected to
the wireless LANs and Bluetooth-enabled home-base-stations.
The indoor robots will be communicating through the wireless
LANs. On the other hand, the in-building sensors and actuators
can communicate in either wired or wireless modes. One possi-
bility is to connect all the wired sensors and actuators with the
ethernet switch through another LAN dedicated for sensor net-
works only. The wireless sensors and actuators will be bluetooth
equipped, thus communicating with the ethernet-switch through
bluetooth-enabled home base-station.

A quick look into the floorplan reveals that the MavHome’s
coverage area can be partitioned into different zones or sectors.
When the system needs to contact the inhabitant, it will initi-
ate a prediction scheme to predict the inhabitant’s location to-
gether with his/her most likely paths. In order to control the
location uncertainty of the inhabitant, the system also relies on
location information provided by the in-building sensors from
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Fig. 1. Possible Floorplan of MavHome
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time to time. This helps in reducing the search space for the
next prediction. The overall MavHome network can be repre-
sented by a connected graph +-,/.10325476 , where the node-set08,:9<;=25>?2A@B2ACD2FEGEHEG2JI represents the zones and edge-set 4
represents the neighborhood between a pair of zones. While
moving from one zone to another the inhabitant goes through
an array of sensors along the path. In other words, every edge
of the graph actually consists of an array of sensors. Figure 3
depicts this scenario, where the possible paths between a pair of
zones are represented by a single edge with different combina-
tions of sensor-ids. For example, the movement from corridor K
to dining-room C can be expressed by the collection of sensors9MLN25OPI or 9ALN2JQRI .

The blessing of symbolic representation helps us to hierar-
chically abstract the indoor network infrastructure into different
granularities. The graph represented in Figure 3 can be eas-
ily abstracted to represent the networking among different in-
building sensors as shown in Figure 4. This graph represents
the underlying sensor-network topology where the set of nodes
( 0TSD,U9WVX2MYZ2M[W25\]2FEGEHEG2JI ) represents the set of sensors and the
edge set represents the connectivity between individual sensors.
Since, the prime focus of this paper is predictive resource uti-
lization and comfort management in MavHome, we leave out
the intimate details of the underlying sensor-technology and in-
vestigate into our proposed predictive framework.

III. LOCATION AWARE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN

MAVHOME

The indoor location management problem can be formulated
as an optimization problem, in terms of personal mobility pro-
files of individual inhabitants. The seminal work of Bhat-
tacharya and Das [4], [5] is perhaps the first model-independent
approach to characterize and solve this location management
problem in PCS networks. However, this approach can be eas-
ily adapted to the MavHome scenario, as demonstrated below.
From the information theoretic perspective the complexity of
mobility tracking can be related to the location uncertainty and
subsequently entropy [6] becomes a good choice for quantifying
it. In fact, it is impossible for any algorithm to track down an
inhabitant by exchanging any less information, on the average,
than the uncertainty generated due to its mobility, and hence op-
timality is achieved when these two amounts are the same. This
motivates us to develop a location-aware resource optimization
framework for indoor environments.

Our proposed predictive framework is based on symbolic in-
terpretation of the inhabitant’s movement (mobility) inside the
building, which is captured by sampling the in-building sensors
(RF-id reader or pressure switches). Thus, the movement his-
tory of a inhabitant is assumed as a string “ ^R_5^N`J^bacEZEFE ” of sym-
bols (sensor-ids) where ^bdfeTg (alphabet set). We argue that the
inhabitant’s current movement is merely a reflection of his/her
movement history (profile), which can be learned over time in
an on-line fashion. Characterizing such mobility as a proba-
bilistic sequence suggests that it can be defined as a stochastic
process hi,j9bk]dlI , while the repetitive nature of identifiable
patterns adds stationarity as an essential property, leading tom7n]o kRdp,q^rd1s=, m7n]o k]dutwvx,q^rd1s , for all ^bd?eyg and for every
shift O . Referring to our typical smart home in Figure 1, let

“ VrLzO1O�{r{ML}|~|]VzVrLzO1O�{r{ML�V}VrLzO1O1{r{MLzV}VrLzOu��EFEZE ” be such a movement
history of an inhabitant at a particular time-frame. This scenario
reveals that the inhabitant’s movement generates an exponen-
tial number of strings representing the different path-segments
followed by the inhabitant. However, we will show that only
a small sub-set of all these set of paths are relevant for consid-
eration. Also, a family of optimal text compression algorithms
are suitable for efficient encoding of these variable length paths
(strings) of mobility profiles in such a way that the overall en-
tropy is minimized.

A. Location Uncertainty and Entropy

The traditional information-theoretic definitions of entropy,
relative entropy and conditional entropy of random variables of
a stochastic process are outlined here [6]. The entropy ���W.1�36
of a discrete random variable � with probability mass function� .1�w6 , ��e�� , is defined by: ���W.1��6f,������b��� � .1�w6}�G�b� � � .1�w6 .
The limiting value “ �G�G���<�7� � �H�N� � � ,�� ” is used in the ex-
pression when � .1�w6�, � . The relative entropy between two
probability mass functions � .1�w6 and ¡¢.1�w6 , �£e¤� , is given byC�. �c¥H¥ ¡N67, � �b��� � .1�w6¦O�{F§ �r¨ �W©ª ¨ �W© . This relative entropy is a fair
measure of the inefficiency of assuming that the distribution is¡ , when the actual distribution is � . Also, conditional entropy
is defined as �«.1¬ ¥ ��6x, � �b��� � .1�w6z�.1¬ ¥ ��,®�w6 . For any
set 9bk¯_F2Mk~`<2FEZEFEZ2MkX°�I of Q discrete random variables with distri-
bution given by� .1^}_Z2]^N`r2¯EFEFEF2]^N°�6±, Pr

o k¯_q, ^}_Z2~k~`², ^N`r2¯EZEFEF2³kX°´,^N°Ws , where, .1^bdµe g¶6 , the joint entropy is given by�.Pkw_F2³k~`<2¯EZEFEF2³kX°N6�, � °du·¸_ �.PkRd ¥ kw_Z2³kX`<2¶EFEFEF2³kRd�¹º_J6 . The
additive terms on the right-hand side carry necessary infor-
mation which makes the higher-order context models more
information-rich as compared to the lower-order ones. This mo-
tivates us to look for such higher order context models. The
Lempel-Ziv [6], [24] type of text compression algorithms pro-
vides an elegant way to obtain these higher order models.

B. Probability Assignment of Path Segments

The optimal Lempel-Ziv text compression schemes helps
to reduce the cost of sensory information acquisition by pro-
cessing the symbols (sensor-ids) in chunks. The entire se-
quence of sampled symbols withheld since the last reporting
is reported in an encoded form. Thus, the movement his-
tory “ ^¢_5^N`M^bacEFEZE ” reaches the profile-server (see Figure 2) as
a sequence “ @�.1»7_M6¼@½.1»¾`F6¼@�.1»¿aW6~EFEZE ,” where the »¿d s are non-
overlapping, distinct segments of the string “ ^]_5^N`J^baÀEZEFE ” and@�.1»B6 is the encoding for segment » . For example, the input
string “ VrL�O1O�{r{ML¢|X|]V}VrL�O1O�{r{MLzV}V<LzO1O�{r{MLzVzVrLzOÁ�/EZEFE ” is parsed as dis-
tinct substrings “ V , L , O , O�{ , { , L¢| , | , V}V , L�O , O�{r{ , L�V , VrL , OÁO ,{r{ , LzV}V , LzOÁ� , EFEZE ,”. Such a symbol wise context model can be
efficiently stored in a dictionary implemented as a search trie.
Figure 5 shows these different phrases with their frequencies,
where the frequency of every symbol is incremented for every
prefix of every suffix of each phrase [4], [5]. The incremental
parsing accumulates larger and larger phrases in the dictionary,
thereby accruing estimates of higher order conditional probabil-
ities and asymptotically outperforming any finite order Markov
Model. Essentially, the algorithm approaches optimality for sta-



tionary, ergodic sources.
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Fig. 5. Trie Representing the Symbols

Maintaining the inhabitant’s context in such a trie helps in
efficient computation of the probabilities of the different path
segments. Following a PPM-style blending technique [5], our
prediction mechanism starts from the highest order of context
and escape to lower orders until order-0 is reached. If Â , Ã.ÁÄÅ6 ,Æ .ÁÄÅ6 , Ç ° .ÁÄÈ6 and É³.ÁÄÅ6 denote the last updated phrase, num-
ber of occurrences of a phrase Ä , its length, Q -th suffix, and
prefix respectively, the probability of any phrase Ê can be esti-

mated by the recursive formula:
m7n¿o Ê]sp, Ë ¨GÌ}Í ÎW¨ÐÏXÑW¨ÐÒ ©Á©1©�£Ó Ë ¨ÐÔwÍ ÎW¨ÐÏ Ñ ¨ÐÒ ©1© +Ë ¨ÐÕ¶Í ÎW¨ÐÏXÑW¨ÐÒ ©1©Á©� Ó Ë ¨ÐÔwÍ ÎW¨ÐÏ Ñ ¨ÐÒ ©1©Á©«Ö Pr

o Ç _ .1É³.ÁÇ ° .1Âz6×6×6Ps , for all Q , where ØÚÙQÛÙ Æ .1Âz6 . Thus, considering “LzO1O ” as the latest message up-
dated in the profile-server, the usable contexts are “L�O ” (order-2),
“L ” (order-1) and “ Ü ”(order-0). A list of all predictable paths
with frequencies at this context are shown in Table I. Subse-
quently, the probabilities associated with all such path segments
are shown in Table II.

TABLE I

Phrases and their frequencies at contexts “ÝJÞ ,” “Ý ” and ß
à v (order-2)

à
(order-1) Õ (order-0)v1Í à vá¨1_ © â Í à ¨Á_ © â ¨Ðã © âJâ ¨G` © â à ¨Á_ ©Õ¶Í à vu¨Á_ © âJâ Í à ¨Á_ © à ¨G` © à â ¨Á_ © à âJâ ¨Á_ ©v1Í à ¨Á_ © à vá¨1_ © àAä ¨Á_ © vu¨Ðã ©vÐv1Í à ¨1_ © vHåJ¨Á_ © vÐå5åJ¨Á_ © vÐvu¨G` ©ä Í à ¨Á_ © åJ¨Ðã © å×åJ¨G` © ä ¨G` ©Õ¶Í à ¨á` © Õw¨Á_ ©

TABLE II

Probabilistic prediction of symbols on path until next update

Path Segments æwçWè æ ä ç âFé¼êPë Path Segments æwçWè æ ä ç âFé¼êPëv �Fì í×î5�5í å×å �Jì �×�5î5ívÐv �Fì �5ï5�×î ä �Jì �×ï5�×îvÐå �Fì �5�×ã5ï à �Jì �×�5î5ívHå×å �Fì �5�×ã5ï àAä �Jì �×�×ã5ïå �Fì �F_ðî5í â �Jì �×î5�5íà â �Fì �5�×ã5ï à âJâ �Jì �×�×ã5ïà v �Fì �5�×ã5ï âJâ �Jì �×ï5�×îâ à �Fì �5�×ã5ï
C. Collection of Inhabitant’s Typical Paths

It is true that a particular inhabitant typically follows only a
small subset of all the paths stored in the Lempel-Ziv trie, which
reflects his/her mobility profile in the long run. The concept of
asymptotic equipartition property (AEP) from information the-
ory helps in obtaining this small set of highly probable routes of

a particular inhabitant. The type (
mÀñ

) [6] of a sequence ò3,Û9Z^¢_ ,^N` , . . . , ^ró³I is the relative proportion of occurrences of each
symbol. In other words,

m¸ñ .�VR6?,õôö.�V ¥ òÀ6×÷<ø , for all V¤eyg ,
where g is the alphabet set and ôö.�V ¥ òÀ6 is the number of times
the symbol occurs in the sequence. Let, ùúó denotes the set of
all types. If

m eûùxó , then the set of all sequences of length ø
and type

m
is referred as the type class ü=. m 6Å,/9Wòý mÀñ , m I

of
m

. The essential power of the method of types arises from
the fact that the number of types is at-most polynomial in ø , i.e.¥ ù7ó ¥ Ù±.1ø?þ�Ø<6 Í ñ Í [22]. The crucial point to note here, is that
there are polynomial number of types, but exponential number
of sequences. Hence, there exists types consisting of exponen-
tially many sequences in its type class. If hf_Z25hº`<2ZEFEFEF25h¯ó de-
notes the set of sequences drawn according to the distributionÿ .1^¢6 , then the probability of the sequence depends on its type.
If
ÿ ó .1òÀ6c,�� ódÁ·¸_ ÿ .1^rdð6 denotes the the associated product dis-

tribution with
ÿ

then,ÿ ó .1^R6c,�� ¹~ó¢¨��¾¨ æ�� © t��È¨ æ�� Í Í 	 ©Á© (1)ÿ ó .1ü=. m 6×6ÅÙ
� ¹Xó�� ¨ æ � Í Í 	 ©
This result on the type class helps us to conclude that the prob-
ability of each type class and its sequences depend on the rel-
ative entropy between the type

m
and the original distributionÿ

. Hence, the type classes and the corresponding sequences
that are far from

ÿ
have exponentially smaller probability. This

leads to the concept of typical set: “for a given �� � , a typ-
ical set ü��	 of sequences for the distribution

ÿ ó is defined as:ü��	 , 9WòyýºC�. mºñ ¥G¥ ÿ 6����MI ”. All we now need is the proba-
bilistic estimation of these typical sequences. Fortunately, this is
exactly what the Shannon-McMillan-Brieman theorem [6], [22]
provides. According to this theorem, if �.1h ) is the entropy rate
of finite-valued stationary ergodic process 9Wh¾I , then

� Øø O1{F§ o � .Pk]�r2Jkw_F2ZEFEZEF2Mk]ó¢¹¶_J6Ps��²�.1h 6 (2)

Equation 2 provides the basis of asymptotic equipartition prop-
erty (AEP) [22]. For any stationary, ergodic process, AEP states
that “for a fixed �� � , as ø�� � ,

m7n 9Zh e����� I�� � ”.
Thus, asymptotically almost all the probability mass of h is con-
centrated in the typical set, which encompasses the inhabitant’s
most likely paths and determines the average nature of the large
route-sequences. If

m7n]o Ê]s denotes the probability of a partic-
ular phrase (route) of length

Æ . Ê¯6 , the probabilistic difference
( � ) is computed as: �½, ¥ m7n]o ÊXs~��� ¹! ³¨GÌ © �¾¨#" © ¥ . Clearly, � pro-
vides the gap between the ideal probability of typical phrases
and the probability of a particular phrase stored in the trie. The
value of this � plays a critical role at this context. Choosing a
high value of � leads to the inclusion of a large number of atyp-
ical mobility-profiles and the framework starts deviating from
capturing the typical routes. In our experiments, we have used��Ù �}E ��$ .
Example: In order to derive the typical set of phrases from
the list of all phrases, the entropy of the source is dynam-
ically calculated as the running average. For a particular
depth \ of the Lempel-Ziv trie (shown in Figure 5): �.1h¿6½,_% � du· %du·À_ o kRd ¥ kw_F2ZEHEGEG2MkRd�¹º_¼s , where kRd represents the entropy at the&(' ä

level of the trie. In our example we got �.1h 6D,jØbE*)�+-, .



Hence, the typical set of path-segments (phrases) consists of
phrases having probabilities

m7n]o Ê]s in the interval
o � ¹¶_5ì .×ï5î/ ~¨áÌ © ��<20� ¹¶_5ì .×ï×î0 ~¨GÌ © þ1�Ws . This results in typical set of phrases ü2�	 ,9<Oð25O1Oð25O�{r{�2PLzV}VX25V}V]I , which reflects the behavior of inhabitant’s

movements at this context. Ideally, if the predicted set of se-
quence 9WòcI falls in the exactly same type class as the origi-
nal mobility distribution (

ÿ
) of the inhabitant, then we have,C�. m4365 ¥G¥ ÿ 67� � . A sketch of the procedure for computing typ-

ical routes is highlighted in Figure 6.

Typical-Route Determination Algorithm
initialize trie := null;
initialize typical-set ( 8:9; ):= null;
loop

wait for the next event;
process the event to get symbols;
incrementally parse the symbols to get new phrase;
encode the phrase to keep it in compressed form;
decode the phrase and update the trie;
Wait until the inhabitant is about to leave a zone;
compute the probabilities ( æwçWè Ì ë ) of every phrase;
calculate the per-symbol entropy ( �¾¨#" © );
obtain the probabilities of typical-phrases as:æwçWè 8 9; ë ·½`6<-=->@?0A0B!>*C-A ;
If( æwçWè Ì ë ¹EDGF æwçWè 8 9; ë F æ³çWè Ì ë tHD )8 9;�· 8 9;JIÈÌ ;
compute the success of prediction and the relative
between predicted and actual paths;

forever

Fig. 6. Algorithm for Computing Typical Routes

D. Comfort Management at Minimum Cost

Although mobility prediction based on the Lempel-Ziv class
of compressions techniques has been used for resource reser-
vations in cellular networks [23], the novelty of our approach
lies in the fact that we are not only predicting the inhabitant’s
locations/zones, but also the typical routes leading to those
zones. This is more efficient in developing the comfort man-
agement and resource optimization scheme in the indoor en-
vironments. Predicting typical routes can be useful for robot
assistants and “follow-me” multimedia applications around the
house. More precisely, successful prediction of inhabitant’s lo-
cation and routes aids in creation of an amicable indoor envi-
ronment without his/her explicit awareness, a prime objective of
context-aware computing paradigm.

In order to get an estimate of the overall energy consumption
in this environment, we have considered three different energy
plans: (1) The static-energy scheme with centralized tempera-
ture controlling system, where an average number of devices are
assumed to remain on during the inhabitant’s stay in the house;
(2) the optimal, manual energy scheme with distributed temper-
ature control, where every device is switched on and off manu-
ally as the inhabitant enters and leaves a particular zone of the
house; and (3) the predictive energy scheme, where the auto-
mated devices are pro-actively operated along the inhabitant’s
future routes.
Static Energy Plan: Let, K d denote the power of

&L' ä
device

(light, fan, etc.), M denote the maximum number of devices
which remained turned on in the entire house, N denote the time
that the device remains turned on, and let � .ON×6 denote the prob-
ability density function of uniform time distribution. Then the
expected average energy consumed ( Pw_ ) due to lights and de-

vices will be:

P~_È, QR
du·¸_ KÈdTS

�
â N � .ON×6¢\-Nc, QR

du·¸_ KÈdTS
�
â NYÅ� V \�Nc, YÅ��V�

QR
du·¸_ KÈd¼E

(3)
where V and Y are the maximum and the minimum time the de-
vices remained turned on and � .ON×6 , _�×¹ â . Similarly, let K â
denote the power required by the temperature control device to
change one cubic feet space by Ø åVU V n-W øº| W & N , XÀ.1üwå � üZYM6 de-
note the rate of change of temperature in unit time, [T� denote
the volume of the entire house. Assuming uniform distribution
of the time that the device remains on, the energy consumed ( P~` )
by the temperature control device can be estimated as:

P¢` , K â [�� ¥ XÀ.1üZY¦�3üwåW6 ¥]\ S �â N � .ON×6¢\-N (4)

, YÈ��V� ¥ XÀ.1üZY¦��üwåW6 ¥ K â \ [��=E
where the thermostat factor \ is computed as the fractional time
the temperature control system remains on during the inhabi-
tant’s stay at the house. Thus, the total estimated energy cost in
the static plan will be: P é ' â ' ,^P¢vRþ�PR` .
Optimal Energy Plan by Manual Operations: Let, K¿d à denote
the power of the

&L' ä
device in the L ' ä zone (room, passageway,

etc.), _ denote the maximum number of devices which remained
turned on in the particular zone, K denote the number of zones,N denote the time that device remains turned on, and let � .ON×6
denote the probability density function of uniform time distri-
bution. Then the expected average energy consumed ( PXa ) due to
lights and devices will be:

P¢a¾,a`Rà ·¸_cbR du·¸_ KÈd à S
ª
� N � .ON×6¢\-Nc, ¡ � �� `Rà ·¸_cbR du·¸_ KÈd à E (5)

where ¡ and � are the maximum and the minimum time the de-
vices remained turned on in a particular zone. Proceeding in a
similar way, if [ à denote the volume of a particular zone L , then
the energy consumed by the optimal temperature control plan
will be:

P}ã , `Rà ·¸_ [ à K â ¥ XÀ.1üZY¦��üwåZ6 ¥d\ S
�
â N � .ON×6¢\-N (6)

, ¡B� �� ¥ XÀ.1üZY¦�3ü¯åF6 ¥ K â \ `Rà ·¸_ [ à E
Hence, an estimate of the total optimal energy consumption will
be: PRåP� ' ,^P}aÅþePzã .
Predictive Energy Plan: The predictive plan will attempt to
reach the optimal energy plan when the prediction-success ap-
proaches ØF�N� %. However, a wrong prediction incurs more en-
ergy consumption, which is assumed to be bounded by twice the
optimal energy-plan scheme. Moreover, in the predictive energy
plan, all the devices are turned on in advance, before the inhabi-
tant actually reaches the zone. Hence, there always exists a time
lag ( f ' ) in this scheme. Thus, if the success rate of prediction
is denoted by g , then an estimation of the energy consumptions
will be:



PRí , ¡B� � þ�f '� `Rà ·¸_cbR du·À_ KÈd à Ö .(� �eg<6 (7)

Pih8, ¡B� � þ�f '� ¥ XÀ.1üZYc��üwåZ6 ¥ Ö K â Ö \ `Rà ·¸_ [ à Ö .(� �egW6A2
where � and ¡ are as defined earlier. Hence, total estimated
energy consumption in our predictive environment will be:PN� ç ê % ,jP¢í þ^Pih . For a good prediction mechanism g will be
close to Ø , and PN� ç ê % �kP¢åP� ' , i.e. the predictive energy-plan
will approach towards the optimal energy plan.

Although the optimal plan provides the minimum energy con-
sumption scheme, it lies in the opposite pole of automation and
inhabitant’s comfort. The inhabitant needs to manually oper-
ate every switch during his/her entrance or departure from ev-
ery zone. In the predictive environment, the inhabitant needs
to manually operate the switch only when the prediction fails.
In such cases, there will be an extra cost overhead bounded by
twice the manual cost. Thus, if l denote the number of switches
handled by the inhabitant (manual operations) in the zone, the
maximum number of switching operations ( ml ) in the predictive
plan will be: ml ,c�Glº.¼ØÀ�ng<6 . If op denote the average time spend
behind the manual operations of all devices, then the amount of
time spent in our predictive environment will be op �ú,c�qop .¼ØR�rg<6 .
The intelligent prediction scheme will result in high values of g
thereby, reducing the values of ml , op � and attempting to provide
the necessary comfort.

IV. SIMULATION STUDY

With this theoretical foundation we will now look into the
quantitative performance of our predictive platform. In this sec-
tion, we first describe the design of our predictive framework
for simulating the inhabitant’s mobility and subsequent comfort
management process. We then describe a series of experiments
to demonstrate the performance of our proposed framework.

A. Simulation Environment

We have developed an object-oriented discrete-event simula-
tion environment for supporting inhabitant’s movements, associ-
ated prediction of likely paths and comfort management scheme.
In order to obtain the inhabitant data for testing, the appliances
in the MavHome are equipped with � ØZ� ActiveHome kit and
HomeSeer [10], thus allowing the inhabitant to automatically
control the appliances. The time spent by the inhabitant in
different locations is obtained from the motion sensors placed
along the walls. Figure III shows a sample of the data used. The
simulation environment consists of different entities like inhab-
itant, events, stations, lifetime in every station, paths and typical
paths.

The different zones/locations of the house, where the inhab-
itant performs specific tasks are termed as stations. The life-
time in every station represents the inhabitant’s expected stay at
that station. The different events are inhabitant’s actions (behav-
iors), which result in the probabilistic movement from one sta-
tion to another depending on his/her lifestyle. All such events
are time-stamped and the simulation progresses in strictly in-
creasing order of time stamps. Whenever the inhabitant leaves

TABLE III

Sample of Data Collected from sutwv Devices

Time Device Usage Location Time Spent.yxM`×� AM RestRoom Light On Restroom í mins `×� secs.yxM`5í AM RestRoom Light Off.yxAa5� AM Kitchen Light On Kitchen _ðí mins aA` secs.yxAaF_ AM Kitchen Coffeepot On.yx5ãA� AM Kitchen Coffeepot Off.yx5ãMí AM Kitchen Light Off.yx5ãz. AM Garage Locks Open Garage ` mins _ðî secs.yx5ãAî AM Garage Locks Closed

the house, an idle event is spawned which again generates new
events during his/her return. An event queue is used for holding
and scheduling these dynamic events. During the movements
the set of sensor-ids are collected to form the inhabitant’s paths.
There can be multiple paths from one station to another. The
inhabitant probabilistically uses one of such paths. Finally, the
typical-set of paths consists of only those path segments which
reflects the inhabitant’s most likely path segments at the cur-
rent context. The schematic diagram of our simulation envi-
ronment is shown in Figure 7. Provisions have been kept to
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Event Queue with different events
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Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of the simulation environment

reflect different activities in the same location at different times.
The inhabitant is also assumed to follow a different lifestyle in
the weekends and holidays, with more household activities than
during the weekdays. The major action modules responsible
for data compression, probability and typical-set computation,
and comfort management system executes in the profile-server
in MavHome network depicted in Figure 2.

B. Assumptions

Before presenting the details of the experimental results, let
us enumerate a set of common assumptions used in our simu-
lation: (i) The delay between sensor data acquisition, process-
ing and trigerring the actuators is assumed to be negligible. The
typical-set computation and calculation of cost, comfort and pre-
diction success is performed as the inhabitant leaves every sta-
tion for his/her next station; (ii) The time spent at each destina-
tion is assumed to be uniformly distributed between the maxi-
mum and minimum stay at that particular destination. (iii) The
simulation environment is tested with four different granularity
of predictions. In the first case, at a coarse granularity only the
inhabitant’s next destination station (zone) is predicted. In the
second case, we have predicted not only the next destination but



also the path followed by the inhabitant towards that particular
destination. The third case deals with a more naive and brute-
force approach is kept which predicts every next sensor from a
particular sensor. Finally, in a finer granularity, we have tested
the prediction mechanism on every device-specific data to pre-
dict the next device to be used from the current device.

C. Performance Results

The entire results are presented by sampling every sensor at a
time and observing the simulation environment for a period ofØNØ weeks. Success rate is the key factor for evaluation of any
prediction scheme. Incorrect predictions results in erroneous
system behavior, thereby incurring huge cost and performance
overhead. Figures 8 provides a comparative picture of success
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Fig. 8. Comparative View of Prediction Success
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Fig. 9. Variation of Success Rates with Relative entropy ( { )
rates for all prediction schemes. Initially, the success rate is low
as the system goes through the learning phase. Once the sys-
tem becomes cognizant of the inhabitant’s contexts the success
rate for location-prediction saturates to around +-, %. The suc-
cess rates for predicting the typical path segments along with
the final locations remain slightly lower (around +-| %) than the
location prediction. However, the success rate ( }-� % – }-, %) of
the device-by-device prediction scheme is substantially lower
than the other success rates. The very high granularity, coupled
by the noisy nature of the data collected from X10 devices, is
responsible for this low success rates of device prediction. The
small peaks and valleys in the plots reflect the subtle changes
in the inhabitant’s patterns in his/her daily routine. Two ma-
jor factors influencing the success rates are relative entropy and
dictionary size. The success rate increases with the reduction in

TABLE IV

Comparison with Existing Prediction Scheme

Algorithm Window-size Prediction Success
SHIP (Top a Predictions) í×� í¼�Fì a5� %– í×îFì ` %

All History í~.Jì h/h %– h×aFì a %
Our Prediction Scheme Sampling at every Device hA`Mì ã %– h5îJì _ %

Specific Location

the bounds of relative entropy between the predicted path seg-
ments (calculated from the typical set of paths) and the actual
paths taken by the inhabitant. Figure 9 depicts the asymptotic in-
crease of success rate with decreasing values of relative entropy
and thus demonstrates the power of typical-set in influencing the
success rate. One important aspect to note is that this accuracy
of route-prediction is obtained using only a modest dictionary-
size (order of � kbytes). Figure 10 corroborates this relation-
ship between predictive accuracy and dictionary size over the
entire simulation period. A comparison in terms of device pre-
diction success, of our predictive framework with the existing
SHIP algorithm [15] is shown in Table IV. The contribution of
higher-order models together with the computation of typical set
of phrases results in the higher success rate of our algorithm.

Fig. 10. Variation of success rate of path prediction with dictionary size
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Fig. 11. Avg. Daily Energy Savings for Predictive Location-Awareness

Energy Savings and Inhabitant-Comfort: The main objec-
tive of this predictive framework at the context of Smart Home
is to provide the inhabitant with necessary comfort at minimum
possible cost. We argue that efficient prediction is a key factor
to meet the minimum energy consumption in the house. While
moving from a particular zone to another, correct prediction of
typical routes and next destination helps in triggering the ac-



tuators only along those routes, thereby attempting to optimize
the energy consumption. In Figure 11 we have compared this
amount of energy consumption scheme resulting from our pre-
dictive location-awareness with the static and optimal energy
plans and observed that our scheme closely follows the opti-
mal energy consumption process. The minor deviation of this
scheme from the optimal energy consumption process is a di-
rect consequence of high prediction success rate. In order to
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Fig. 12. Reduction in Switching Operations in Predictive Environment
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Fig. 13. Reduction in Time Spent by the Inhabitants

get a good picture of the inhabitant-comfort provided by our
predictive scheme, we have chosen two parameters as our per-
formance metrics: (i) the average number of manual operations
performed, and (ii) the amount of time the inhabitant can save.
Intuitively, it is clear that successful prediction can lead to fully
automated activation of lights and devices without any explicit
intervention by inhabitants. Wrong predictions, however small
it might be, incur inhabitant intervention to switch on and off the
correct and incorrect devices, thus consuming his/her time and
effort. Figure 12 depicts a clear view of this reduction in switch-
ing operations. Intelligent control of automated devices helps
the inhabitant save his/her invaluable time. Figure 13 gives a
view of this reduction of daily average time spent by using our
predictive framework.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have studied the location-aware resource
management in a smart home environment. The location man-
agement is formulated as a dynamic optimization problem,
where the inhabitant’s movement data is characterized as piece-
wise stationary, ergodic, stochastic process. In order to min-

imize the uncertainty created by the inhabitant’s mobility, we
have adopted the Lempel-Ziv compression as the underlying
technology for sensory data acquisition. The concept of typical
set and asymptotic equipartition property helps in selecting the
inhabitant’s most likely paths from the current context, which
aids in minimizing the relative entropy between the system’s
predicted paths and the inhabitant’s actual paths. Thus reser-
vation of resources and automated activation of devices along
those typical paths assists in providing inhabitant’s necessary
comfort at near optimal cost. Our future interest lies in extend-
ing the work to incorporate the multi-inhabitant home scenario,
with possible exchange of mutual information in a dynamic en-
vironment. We hope that the findings in this paper will be help-
ful in for design and implementation of new intelligent location-
aware environments.
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